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Welcome and thank you for taking the time to read UPI’s December edition of the 

newsletter.  We hope you find it informative and offer any comments, feedback, or 

suggestions on the content. 

 

 

 

We would like to take moment to welcome all of 

the new members to UPI.  UPI is currently 

undergoing some major changes with regard to 

organization of the site to make it more user-

friendly.  Please bear with us during this time.  If 

you have any questions, please see our terms and 

conditions or feel free to send a message to any 

UPI staff member or director. 
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To submit your birthday 

information for inclusion in the UPI 

Newsletter, please send a message 

with your name and birthdate, 

along with an appropriate photo, 

to Theresa Byess on UPI no later 

than the last week of the month 

prior to your birth month. 

Do you believe there is an 

increase in paranormal activity 

during the holidays? 

Cast your vote now by clicking 

here. 

Results will be revealed in the 

next UPI newsletter! 
 

Are you 

REALLY 

THAT 

surprised?? 

http://unitedparanormalinternational.ning.com/profile/TheresaByess
http://www.poll-maker.com/poll48855x4e964228-3
http://www.poll-maker.com/poll48855x4e964228-3
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Christmas and the paranormal have a long history together, from the miracles said to have 
surrounded the birth of Christ to the many traditions that have long been associated with it, 
Christmas follows Halloween in a long line of perceived paranormal occurrences and a time 

of year viewed as when the supernatural is possible more so than any other time. 

So, the question then becomes how do we separate what is “real” and what is merely 
folklore?   

Send us your thoughts on this. 

By Theresa Byess 
I realize an article on “fear” is perhaps a bit unorthodox for a Christmas edition of the UPI 

newsletter.  However, I did not have a chance to submit this information during the Halloween season 
when, I suppose, it would have been more appropriate.  I felt this information bears more scrutiny and 
recognition than merely on Halloween.    
 
 We’ve all heard the sayings.  “There is nothing to fear but fear itself”.  “Fear is a prison for the mind”.  “Everything you’re afraid of is in 

your head”.  “Fear is nothing more than the stories we tell ourselves”.  In a very real sense, these famous quotes are partially true.  However, 
they are missing the bigger picture – a bigger piece of the puzzle commonly misunderstood, underestimated, and taken for granted.  To put “fear” 
into perspective, let’s sum it up in one sentence: “fear” is an evolutionary response in all animals to a perceived threat of danger that involves a 
complex and often uncontrollable combination of reactions within the body.  Without it, animals, including humans, would not and could not 
survive.  I bet you’re asking yourself “how in the world can ‘fear’ help me survive”.  The answer is simple, although the process can be a bit 
complicated. 

 
The purpose of rational fear is to promote survival.  It is an instinctual process than spans the history of the human race.  If we did not 

experience fear, we would be walking into traffic without looking, carelessly handling poisonous animals, and blindly hanging out with people with 
contagious diseases.  While, for the most part, the circumstances have changed since the days of running from or fighting with wild animals, it is 
far from an outdated instinct.   

 
 The “fear” response is almost entirely autonomic.  It begins with some outside stimulus and ends with what is commonly known as the 
“fight or flight” reaction.  Although the entire body is involved in the process, some parts play a central role, specifically the brain.  There are two 
paths taking place in the brain – the low road and the high road.  The low road is quick and messy while the high road takes more time to 
complete because it is a more thorough analysis of the perceived danger.  However, these two paths take place simultaneously. 
 
 The low road is based on a “take no chances” idea.  It is far less dangerous, according to the low road, to automatically assume 
something is dangerous.  Better safe than sorry.  The low road shoots first and asks questions later.  As soon as you perceive an outside 
stimulus, such as being startled by something, your brain sends that sensory information to the thalamus – the large mass of grey matter buried 
under the cerebral cortex involved in sensory perception and the regulation of motor functions.  The thalamus is not aware of the legitimacy of 
the perceived threat at this point.  To be safe, it forwards the information to the amygdala, a small almond-shaped mass of nuclei located deep 
within the temporal lobe.  The amygdala takes the necessary actions to protect you from the potential dangers, including telling the hypothalamus 
to initiate the fight-or-flight response to save your life.   
  
 

http://unitedparanormalinternational.ning.com/forum
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The high road, as stated, takes more time because the process is more precise.  At the same time the brain is initiating the low road, it also 
initiates the high road to analyze the potential threat in more detail “just in case”.  Again, when you perceive a potential threat, the brain sends the 
signals to the thalamus.  In the high road, the thalamus sends this information to the sensory cortex, where the data is interpreted for meaning 
and applicability.  If it is determined that there is more than one possible interpretation, the information is then passed on to the hippocampus, 
which is the part of the brain responsible for memory functions, organizations, and storage.  It also connects emotions and senses to memories.   
The hippocampus examines the information and compares it with past data in addition to picking up other clues and data that may have been 
overlooked by the low road process, such as branches tapping on a window.  Based on its analysis of this information, it will send its 
determination of “danger” or “no danger” to the amygdala and processes are carried out accordingly.  If there is no danger as determined by the 
hippocampus, it will “tell” the amygdala to “turn off” the fight-or-flight response.   
 
 Both paths are taking place at the same time.  This is why one will have a moment of terror before calming down, such as when we are 
startled by something.  Regardless of which road we are talking about, both paths ultimately lead to the hypothalamus.  About the size of a pearl, 
the hypothalamus plays an important role in the major functions of the body.  It is the control center for many of the autonomic functions of the 
peripheral nervous system, which consists of the brain, spinal cord, and a complex network of neurons.  It is responsible for sending, receiving, 
interpreting information from all parts of the body.  This portion of the brain controls our ancient survival reaction of the fight-or-flight response.   
  
 To produce this response, the hypothalamus must activate two different systems – the sympathetic and adrenal-cortical nervous system 
(SNS and ACNS).  Both are part of the autonomic nervous system (ANS), which regulates the functions of our internal organs, such as the heart, 
stomach, and intestines.  The combined effects of these two systems comprise the fight-or-flight response.  The overall effect involves speeding 
up the body, tensing up the muscles, and making the person become “very alert”.  The SNS sends out impulses to glands and muscles, which 
result in the release of epinephrine (adrenaline) and norepinephrine (noradrenaline) into the bloodstream.  These are also known as “stress 
hormones”, which cause several changes in the body.  Increased heart rate, increased blood pressure, and increased strength.  At the same 
time, the hypothalamus releases corticotrophin-releasing factor (CRF) into the pituitary gland.  Located behind the bridge of the nose in the center 
of the skull, this gland is no bigger than the size of a pea and is an important link between the nervous system and hormones that effect many 
functions of the body, including metabolism.   
  
 Hormones, including adrenocorticotropic (ACTH), which move through the bloodstream and ultimately arrives at the adrenal cortex, 
where approximately 30 different hormones are released to get the body prepared to deal with the perceived threat of danger. 
   
In the body, several reactions take place in addition to those mentioned. 
 

 Pupils will dilate to take in more light and receive more frames per second, allowing the person to absorb as many details as possible; 

 Veins in the skin constrict to send more blood to major muscles, causing the “chills” commonly associated with fear, which is the result of 
less blood in the skin to keep it warm; 

 Blood-glucose levels increase; 

 Muscles tense up because they are energized by the adrenaline and glucose, which is the cause for the “goose bumps” when tiny 
muscles attached to individuals hairs tighten, force the hairs to stand upright, and pull the skin with them; 

 Some muscles relax to allow more oxygen into the lungs; 

 Nonessential systems are shut down, such as digestion and immune, to allow more energy for essential emergency functions; and 

  A person may find it difficult to focus on small tasks because their brains are directed to focus only on the bigger picture to determine 
where the threat is coming from. 

 
All of these reactions are our evolutionary response to being able to survive dangerous situations by either preparing you to run for your life and 
fight the threat.   
 
 There are two additional sides of fear not often mentioned – anticipation and conditioning.  Unfortunately, humans, unlike other animals, 
have developed a particular anticipation of events that might happen and, as a result, can inadvertently provoke these same responses even 
when there is no real threat of danger to the person.  Anticipating, also known as associating, a fearful stimulus can provoke the same responses 
as having actually experienced it.  It is important to remember, however, that what one person may view as a threat to them may not be viewed 
as a threat to another person.  For instance, one person may perceive spiders as a threat while another will not.  This is a result of what is 
referred to as conditioning. 
 

Conditioning is a problem because your brain will automatically associate bad experiences with perceived danger.  For example, if a 
person has a scary perceived paranormal experience after going into a cemetery at night, they may become afraid to enter cemeteries at night, if 
at all.  They have become “conditioned”, meaning they have associated a bad experience with something conceivably “harmless”.   
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Any time they enter a cemetery, they may “anticipate” something bad to happen thus provoking the fight-or-flight 
response.   
 

Be wary, however.  Just as conditioning can overemphasize the threat of danger, it can also 
underemphasize or lead one to underestimate a real threat of danger.  For example, let’s say someone walks out 
onto a frozen lake during the coldest part of the winter in Canada and nothing happens.  Now, let’s say that same 
person walks out onto another frozen lake somewhere else.  Recalling their previous experience with a frozen lake, 
they might disregard the dangerous situation because of the previous experience, walking out onto the frozen lake 
only to discover it is much thinner and cannot hold their weight.  They fall through a crack in the ice, leading to 
hypothermia, frost bite, or even death.   

 
The important thing to remember when investigating any location is to remain as calm as possible and not 

negatively anticipate, associate, or condition yourself to possible activity.  This is essential in keeping an open-mind 

and not “psyching yourself out”, which could lead to false evidence and unreliable data.   

 
Importance of Baseline Readings 

By Melissa Tanner, TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC 

 One of the first things we do during an investigation is to observe the location and obtain baseline readings (both inside 
and outside). This is important to be able to access the location and identify things that could cause someone to think and/or 
feel like a place is haunted. It is also important so that we know what the normal state of the location is in case that state 
changes during the investigation.  
  

The process starts during the walkthrough when we make a floor plan of the location and make some initial 
observations.  A few items we consider are: things that could cause power spikes or high voltage emissions; storage of 
chemicals or other items that could cause issues; noting open or loose windows or doors, etc.   These items are noted on the 
floor plan and as part of the case file for future reference.  To learn about more things to observe go to:  
 
http://www.tntparanormal.com//Articles/Article8-How%20to%20check%20if%20your%20house%20is%20haunted%20V2.pdf,  
 

The floor plan is also used to indicate equipment locations for the equipment setup, as well as to create a plan for the 
baseline readings / observations we will be gathering.  The Grid Floor Plan is done by taking the original floor plan and dividing 
the location up into a “grid” pattern where each grid like is approximately 3’ to 4’ apart.  Readings are taking at each grid point 
(line intersection) and documented for future use/reference.   An example of the floor plan and plan with grid are below: 
 

 

http://www.tntparanormal.com/Articles/Article8-How%20to%20check%20if%20your%20house%20is%20haunted%20V2.pdf
http://www.tntparanormal.com/Articles/Article8-How%20to%20check%20if%20your%20house%20is%20haunted%20V2.pdf
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Before an investigation we gather an array of different 

baseline readings of the location using a variety of types of 

equipment.  The baseline readings we gather are: 

• Temperature – A very common report that 

paranormal teams get from clients are cold or hot 

spots at the location.  It is an area where the 

temperature is different than the rest of the room.  

The theory in the field of the paranormal is that as a 

spirit tries to manifest it pulls energy from the 

air/atmosphere around it which causes a change in 

that atmosphere; in this case in the air temperature 

(ambient).  Please note this change would need to be 

about 10 degrees or more to be something to 

consider more closely.  So we take baseline readings 

of the ambient temperature for two reasons:  1) to 

look for a natural occurrence of a temperature 

change and 2) to see what the normal temperature is 

each grid point in a room.  Believe it or not the 

temperature in a room can vary several degrees from 

left to right and top to bottom (remember heat rises) 

in the room.   To learn more about temperature 

readings and why they are important, go to: 

http://www.tntparanormal.com/Articles/Article36-

Ambient_vs_Surface_Temperatures.pdf. 

• Electromagnetic Fields (EMFs) – Another common 

report that paranormal teams get from clients is a 

feeling of being watched, feeling sick, getting 

creeped out, etc.  These all can be signs of EMF 

exposure or just like with temperature changes it is 

believed it could be something paranormal. The 

theory in the field of the paranormal is that as a spirit 

tries to manifest it pulls energy from the 

air/atmosphere around it which causes a change in 

the surrounding EMFs.  Please note that all electrical 

appliances, electronics, wires, and power lines 

produce EMFs.  So those things have to be ruled out 

first.  

 

We take baseline readings of EMFs for two 

reasons:  1) to look for a natural occurrence of EMFs in a 

location and 2) to see what the normal EMF is each grid 

point in a room.   To learn more about EMFs and some of 

the dangers they present, go to:  

http://www.tntparanormal.com/Articles/Article20-

Dangers%20of%20EMFs.pdf. 

To get these readings there are several types of 

single-axis and triple-axis meters.  A great single-axis EMF 

detector is the Mel-Meter; since you can take both EMF 

and ambient temperature readings at the same time.  

Another great EMF detector is the Tri-field Meter, a the 

triple-axis meter, which allows you to take magnetic, 

electrical, and radio frequency readings.  We will discuss 

magnetic and radio frequencies below.  

EMFs played a key role in a case I worked on 

several years ago, in which the young son of the client 

was seeing shadows and apparitions in his room, when we 

was in his bed.  We found that the child was sleeping with 

a digital clock radio on his pillow at night.  A digital clock 

radio gives off very high EMFs.  It is believed that long 

term exposure to EMFs can cause things like 

hallucinations, sickness, and much more.  We told the 

client to try moving the clock radio off of the child’s pillow 

and have it at least 4’ from the child head.  They did this 

and the “visions” went away.  We believed the exposure 

was causing the “visions” and not something paranormal. 

• Humidity – When we say humidity what we mean 

is relative humidity.  It is important to understand 

humidity and document it during an investigation. 

We take readings of the humidity for four reasons:  

1) Humidity can introduce false positives in the form of 

orbs (aka moisture or dust) in video and photos; 2) 

humidity can increase or decrease the static electricity 

in the air thus allowing for more or less dust to occur; 

3) Some paranormal investigators believe that more 

activity is documented in the drier, winter months; and 

4) since temperature drops could be an indicator  

 

http://www.tntparanormal.com/Articles/Article36-Ambient_vs_Surface_Temperatures.pdf
http://www.tntparanormal.com/Articles/Article36-Ambient_vs_Surface_Temperatures.pdf
http://www.tntparanormal.com/Articles/Article36-Ambient_vs_Surface_Temperatures.pdf
http://www.tntparanormal.com/Articles/Article20-Dangers%20of%20EMFs.pdf
http://www.tntparanormal.com/Articles/Article20-Dangers%20of%20EMFs.pdf
http://www.tntparanormal.com/Articles/Article20-Dangers%20of%20EMFs.pdf
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as well? To learn more about Humidity, go to:  
 
http://www.tntparanormal.com/Articles/Article37-Humidity.pdf. 
 

To get the humidity we use two different methods.  First 

we use data loggers to document the humidity and 

temperature in a room throughout the investigation (obtains 

readings every 2 seconds).  Second we have a portable 

weather station we use to monitor the humidity during the 

investigation.  

• Carbon Dioxide (CO) – CO is a lethal gas that 

occurs when various types of fuel such as natural 

gas or propane do not burn completely. It is also 

produced by burning anything containing carbon, 

such as wood or cigarette smoke.  CO has no odor of 

its own and cannot be differentiated from the 

substance burning that created it.  The effects of CO 

poisoning can be very similar to reports/claims of the 

paranormal, however these affects can make you 

very sick, have long term affects, and unfortunately in 

high enough doses is lethal.  Therefore we try to rule 

out higher than normal CO readings before we start 

the investigation.  This is for the client and our safety. 

We use a portable CO detector to take basic 

readings in the location where any appliance uses 

gas/propane, such as a water heater, stove, furnace, or 

clothing dryer.   Please note that there is a natural 

occurrence of CO in all buildings, but it should be in low 

levels.  We report these readings to the client.  To learn 

more about CO and some of the dangers, go to: 

http://www.tntparanormal.com/Articles/Article15-CO-

Delayed%20Neurological%20Syndrome.pdf  

• Gas – A leaking of gas into a closed space can have 

similar affects as CO poisoning.  Gas poisoning is 

very dangerous and can be lethal. Therefore we try 

to rule the presence of gas before we start the 

investigation.  This is for the client and our safety. 

We use a portable gas detector to check for gas 

leaks in the location where any appliance uses 

gas/propane, such as a such as a water heater,  

 

stove, furnace, or clothing dryer.  We report gas leaks to 

the client immediately.  

• Radio Frequency (RF) – A radio frequency (RF) 

is a type of EMF that is at a frequency suited for 

broadcasting television and radio signals.  

Normally included in this are microwave signals.  

We use a Trifield Meter to gather the RF readings 

in a location.  Please note that these RF signals 

can cause false positives on various types of EMF 

meters.  That is why it is important to know if there 

are RFs in the location before you start.    

• Magnetic Fields (MF) – A Magnetic fields are 

produced by electrical current.  MFs in a home 

come largely come from unimpaired wiring. We 

use a Trifield Meter to gather the MF readings in a 

location.   Just like with RF, MFs can cause false 

positive reading in other equipment. 

To learn more about RF, MF, and Trifield Meters, 

go to: http://www.trifield.com/content/the-trifield-meter/. 

It’s also important to understand Very low frequency 

(VLF) and Extremely low frequency (ELF) and how 

they can impact people and equipment at a location. 

• Barometric Pressure – Barometric Pressure is 

simply a measurement of the pressure of the 

atmosphere.  The Barometric Pressure of a 

location may vary slightly from floor to floor (varied 

elevations), but should remain consistent within a 

given elevation.   

We take readings of the Barometric Pressure for 

two reasons:  1) Barometric Pressure changes can be 

an indicate of a weather change in the area and A) 

can mean we need to stop the investigation and seek 

appropriate shelter or B) some believe that more 

paranormal activity happens during a 

thunderstorm…so it may be time to gather more data; 

and 2) since temperature drops could be an indicator 

of paranormal activity, why couldn’t a change in the 

Barometric Pressure be an indicator as well?  

 

http://www.tntparanormal.com/Articles/Article37-Humidity.pdf
http://www.tntparanormal.com/Articles/Article15-CO-Delayed%20Neurological%20Syndrome.pdf
http://www.tntparanormal.com/Articles/Article15-CO-Delayed%20Neurological%20Syndrome.pdf
http://www.tntparanormal.com/Articles/Article15-CO-Delayed%20Neurological%20Syndrome.pdf
http://www.tntparanormal.com/Articles/Article15-CO-Delayed%20Neurological%20Syndrome.pdf
http://www.trifield.com/content/the-trifield-meter/
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We use a barometer to gather the Barometric Pressure readings.  The barometer we prefer is the Kestrel, since it can 

also track wind speed, temperature, and other readings as well.  To learn more about Barometric Pressure, go to : 

http://www.tntparanormal.com/ToolsoftheTrade/ToolsTrade22-Barometers.pdf.  

To document the Temperature and EMF readings we write the reading right on the grid plan and for the other readings 

we use a log like the one shown below.  All of the readings documented are then inputted into our tracking database for future 

use, as well as referred to throughout the investigation of the location. 

 

 

In addition to baseline readings we take samples of most of the above readings throughout the investigation to see if 

there are changes in the baseline readings.  We don’t jump to conclude that the changes in a specific reading prove that 

paranormal event occurred, but rather use it  as a data point to try to gather more data and/or note of the change.  This data 

point will be reviewed later in case we get another data point at the same time (such as an EVP).  There are some teams that 

do another sweep at the end of the investigation to see what the ending readings are versus baseline readings.  What is your 

thought on that?  Is it necessary?  Is it a good idea? 

Over the years we have modified our readings procedure and we continue to refine it and add new readings to the 

mix.  In addition to keeping our notes in the case file we upload all of the readings we gathered during an investigation into 

the database that we use to track data for all cases.  We then access theses readings and provide the client with any key 

factors they should know like high EMFs, natural cold spots, etc. 

We would love to hear from you on the readings you gather and why.  Send to info@tntparanormal.com.  We hope 

you enjoyed the article and hopefully learned a little something while reading it. 

 

 

By Richard Caminiti 

Founder, Fayetteville Paranormal Research Association 

http://www.tntparanormal.com/ToolsoftheTrade/ToolsTrade22-Barometers.pdf
mailto:info@tntparanormal.com
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I can no longer contain myself about this subject. While perusing the web looking 
for educational materials for my group, I keep finding that more and more groups are 
claiming to be “certified” paranormal investigators, or “certified” ghost hunters, or certified 
this or that.  

To all of those that are new to paranormal research, let me please give you a heads up.  

There is no certification. While there ARE self-promoted groups that WILL certify 
you (to their standards), for the money you give them,  there are no accredited schools in the 
US today that offer any courses in the paranormal for certification.  As a matter of fact, it’s 
pretty hard to obtain the title of Parapsychologist. You need to have a doctorate for that.  

 To that end I must beg the question; why DO so many groups claim they are certified “whatevers”? Do they so badly need the 
recognition from other groups? Do they need to increase their own self-worth? I honestly don’t understand. I thought we were all in this for 
the truth. I guess I’m wrong.  

I am not a certified “anything” when it comes to the paranormal. I am a researcher. Is there a certified researcher? I’m not so sure. I 
gather it depends on what you are researching. Let’s look at what the dictionary has to say about what a researcher is;  

Main Entry:  research  
Function: verb  
Date: 1593  

Transitive verb  
1: to search or investigate exhaustively <research a problem>  
2: to do research for <research a book>  

Intransitive verb  
: To engage in research  
 re•search•able  \ adjective  
re•search•er \noun  

It looks like a researcher, well, pretty much……  RESEARCHES!  No certification needed.  I believe that the commitment to the 
study of your subject can lead to far greater benefits than you could possibly realize.  

In the 1980’s there was a child named Lorenzo Odone diagnosed with ADL (Adrenoleukodystrophy). His father, who had no 
previous medical or scientific training committed himself to finding a cure for the disease. A full article on Augusto Odone can be found 
HERE.  Without the benefit of medical schooling, this man in the face of medical arrogance, decided to research his sons disease and 
actually found a breakthrough treatment. His triumph was most notably portrayed in the movie “Lorenzo’s Oil” starring Nick Nolte.  

While I will not get into the politics of whether the oil helped people who already had ADL, it was proven that it helped as a 
preventative medicine for people with the ADL gene.  

My point is this. While I believe it is imperative that you need certain skills and talents for paranormal research, I don’t believe that 
one has to be “certified” to help others and make a difference in the world. There is no paranormal certification and those that claim they are 
certified, continue to devalue the work true researchers are trying to do. And as long as that continues, paranormal research will always be 
looked at as a pseudoscience. It’s fluff people, please don’t buy into it.   

There are reputable groups out there that are willing to help and educate. Some of them we have dealt with personally (especially 
Ghosts of Ohio who have helped us tremendously). I dare anyone to find the word “certified” on their site!  

Just remember, the answer is out there, just waiting to be found. And sometimes, just sometimes, it’s the average person that finds 
it. It could be you.  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Augusto_and_Michaela_Odone
http://www.ghostsofohio.org/
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By Patty Greer 

My Perception is that many Crop Circles are direct 

physical manifestations of ET communications from other 

worlds. Through binary codes, pictograms and sacred 

geometric forms, they have offered urgent warnings, maps of 

distant star systems, and keys of wisdom about their 

propulsion systems and advanced technologies. 

Communicating through symbols, mathematics, and 

recognizable shapes, it is time we take notice because ETs ARE 

COMMUNICATING WITH US in a language we all 

understand: art and math = Crop Circles! 

I’ve been enthralled with the Crop Circle phenomenon since 2006 

and have visited more than 100 English Crop Circles personally.  I was hooked from the start 

After a stunning out-of-body-experience that began in the center of a UK Crop Circle (2007), I produced 5 full-

feature UFO films in record time. This event completely shocked me, and I had never thought about making 

movies - ever! They happened swiftly with no training or previous interest or experience in film making 

whatsoever. I did very little research because the films were completely experiential. They happened organically 

throughout their entire production process and a lot of the information came to me in dreams. I didn't question 

anything and always seemed to be in the right place at the right time with my cameras. Spending 9 weeks of 

summer in the Crop Circles caused me to become strangely fearless in the fields. I captured daunting footage 

constantly and flew in micro light planes a few times a week, often in rain and wind. Shooting the Crop Circles 

in their entirety from above offers the best perspective of their intended message. 

Two very notable binary code Crop Circles appeared in 2001 & 2002. "The Alien Face & Disc" and "Arecibo 

Message" were both placed in farm fields with telecommunication towers on their perimeters. Blatant enough?? Did 

they think the humans would share their urgent messages around the world? During this time period 9/11 

happened and $2.3 trillion dollars went missing the day before. 

 
The "Alien Face & Disc Crop Circle" binary message was precisely deciphered as this: 

 

“Beware the bearers of FALSE gifts & their BROKEN PROMISES. Much PAIN but 

still time.  Believe. There is GOOD out there. We Oppose DECEPTION. Conduit 

CLOSING." 
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The “Alien Face and Disc” 

 
The “Arecibo Message” 

Many people can feel the enhanced electro-magnetic energy field within the Crop Circle formations. Often we can 

feel an umbrella of enhanced energy' radiate out another 15-20' beyond the Crop Circle border. The hair stands up on my 

arms and on the back of my neck. I get chills from head to toe and quite a tingle. At first the sensation was a bit 

unnerving, and then it became ecstatic!  The etheric energies within the Crop Circles offer distant travel experiences to 

those who were willing. Lay down, take your time, breathe slowly, believe. I know this from personal experience  

 

               These movies expose authentic footage of two Balls of Light creating a Crop Circle in seconds. You can see a 

direct band of coded communication between the two Balls of Light - just before they laid the Crop Circle down. You have 

to see it to believe it and you absolutely can!  I am convinced that the ET phenomenon is real and you might too - if you 

see these movies. 

 

               My name is Patty Greer, AKA the "Croppie Girl" and I feel certain I've been working with the Real Circle 

makers. It's been an incredible journey of immense illumination, yet a constant reminder to beware of shady false 

prophets! As important as the Crop Circle messages are to the world, they are clearly a threat to those wanting humanity 

to remain asleep. My films have been pretty much hidden from the public for 3 years, because I unknowingly chose old 

paradigm distributors.   

 

               We are passing into a new age of conscious humanity & advanced technologies that will heal the planet & all 

life on it. As we clear away the final vestiges of the old dynamics, everything dark is rising to the surface to be healed. 

Exposed on the internet & sent out across the world, we are testing the core of our vibration & evolving. 

 

               Clean free energy will cripple the old perceived control structure and bring closure to greed and misinformation. 

Free energy and spacecraft technologies were gifted to humanity decades ago by off-planet beings & most of us know it. 

We've been constantly reminded through Crop Circle diagrams of time tunnels, advanced gearing systems and coded 

messages. Is anybody listening??? 

 

                I believe the ETs intended to support life on earth with these gifts, which in turn supports the health of their 

home planets & the space in-between. We have more than enough evidence & humble witnesses who have explained the re-

engineering of ET spacecraft technologies dating back to the 1940s. When this information becomes public wisdom, 

humanity will no longer allow dirty gasoline or nuclear power plants to pollute the planet. At that time life on earth will 

benefit greatly, as we harness natural energy & move forward.   
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My newest movie, "The Shift Has Hit The Fan" 

connects the worlds of free energy and ET's. Filmed at 

the 2013 Global BEM Conference & 2013 Roswell UFO 

Festival, brilliant sources define the daunting secrets of 

our unspoken reality & history. Subjects not discussed 

on TV or the news expose an old paradigm reality that 

is collapsing. This movie takes you back in time to 

some memorable moments when ETs communicated 

with humanity. Prepare yourself for a magnificent 

journey as we focus on the solutions that are available 

today. Ambient clean energy, space craft technology, 

fission nuclear energy, water cars, 3D printing, 

organic food, clean water, healthy forests, and honest 

humanity. May this movie open doors to our new 

reality! 

 

http:///www.PattyGreer.com 

A Special Message Or Something More? 
By Patty Greer 

My first paranormal experience happened in Hamilton, Ontario when I was just seven years old. I 
was an orphan at the time and slept in the pantry off the kitchen in a foster home. There were so many 
children in the foster home at the time that there was no room for me in the upstairs bedrooms. The 
pantry was just big enough for my single bed and about three steps to the door! 
 
           To further set the stage, my family, including two sisters and three brothers, was split up when I 
was two years old due to problems created by my parents. At that point in my short life, I was an 
extremely depressed little girl. I had seen quite a few children come into the foster home and then be 
taken away, never to return. I knew they had been adopted, but there I sat with no mom and dad of my 
own. Many a night, I cried myself to sleep. 
 

One night I awoke when I heard the most beautiful singing. Every Sunday, my foster mother, 
Mrs. Taft, took all of the children to Sunday school, so I was quite familiar with church music, and 
more particularly I had a great love of Jesus (and still do today). I rolled over to see where the music 
was coming from and saw what looked like a small television set in the upper corner of my room above 
my feet. The music came from a handsome, dark-haired man in the TV who was singing so beautifully 
that it was almost mesmerizing. 

http://www.pattygreer.com/
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I always looked back on the "vision" as something very special, and I thought that 
perhaps the man was my guardian angel sending me a message to hang on a wee bit longer 
because my new parents were just around the corner. I met them just a couple of weeks later. 

         I always felt that this was a special message but on the morning of my 63rd birthday, I 
awoke with a start. I realized that there was something missing from this otherwise wonderful 
story. I immediately recalled that as I lay there listening to that amazing singing, I felt a cold 
hand sweep over my tummy. Now that I remember, I also recalled being terrified for a moment 

and then just as suddenly, completely relaxed. 

For the past year, I had been researching alien abduction for a book I had planned. I did 
not give any thought to whether I might be an abductee. I simply assumed that I was not. 

When this memory came flooding back, I began to wonder… was it possible that the television 
was what they call a screen memory to cover up what was really going on? 

Had I really forgotten about this all those years, had I buried it deep into my 
subconscious mind or had someone – something – done it for me? 

I just published that book a couple of weeks ago. Over the past year, quite a number of 
memories have come back to the surface and I have had some new experiences related to UFOs 
and aliens as well. 
 

There is a remarkable correlation, we’ve 

noticed, between temperature and being able to 

capture incredible presumably anomalous 

evidence.  In the warmer months, for example, 

we have noticed there appears to be an increase 

in the amount of thermal evidence.  In the cooler 

months, we have noticed there appears to be an 

increase in the amount of clearly audible sound-

related evidence.  We wanted to explore these 

connections and find out if there really was some 

unnoticed correlation or were they merely 

random anomalies.   

While we have not conducted an actual 

study on this pattern, we began researching why 

this could possibly be the case.   It is important to 

understand the fundamentals behind 

temperature and sound to be able to answer this 

question. 

 

 

Atoms and molecules in a substance do not 

always travel at the same speed.  In fact, atoms 

and molecules in many substances, such as a gas, 

tend to travel in random directions at various 

speeds.  Some of them are fast and some are slow.  

This means there is a range of energy among the 

particles or, more precisely, a range of kinetic 

energy.  Temperature is a measure of this range.  

It is a measure of the average heat or thermal 

energy of the particles in the substance.  The 

temperature, or average kinetic energy, of a small 

cup of boiling water, for example, will have the 

same temperature as a large pot of boiling water 

even if the pot is much larger with a more volume 

of water.  Heat and temperature are not the same.  

Heat is the total energy of molecular motion in a 

substance and depends on the speed of the 

particles, the size or mass of the object, and the 

type of particles in the object.  Heat will increase 

or decrease temperature.   
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Higher temperatures mean that the particles are moving, vibrating, and rotating with far more energy. 

 This is important information to keep in mind as we explore the link between temperature and sound-

related evidence.  Sound waves are pressure mechanical waves and results from the back and forth vibration of the 

particles of the medium through which it is traveling.  Sound needs a medium in order to exist because of its 

nature.  As a sound wave moves through the medium, each particle of the medium vibrates at the same frequency.  

It can be thought of as a domino effect in which one particle affects the next.   

 Sound speed and distance depends on the density of the medium, as well.  Density is merely the mass of 

anything, including air, divided by the volume in which it occupies.  However, air density depends on its 

temperature, pressure, and vapor.  Anyone studying physics or chemistry understands, and is often surprised, to 

discover that humid air is actually less dense, or lighter, than dry air.  To put it simply, water vapor molecules are 

lighter than the nitrogen and oxygen in the atmosphere.  Thus, when they are introduced, air molecules tend to 

“leave”.   

 Why is all this important when studying sound-related evidence?  Sounds waves, for this reason, will travel 

faster in warmer air because the particles are already moving very quickly in random directions.  However, there 

is a downside to this fast motion.  As the sound wave travels and encounters the particles along with various other 

mediums, such as solids, some of the energy is lost with each collision.  The energy lost as a result of these collisions 

results in the release of heat.  This is the reason, we hypothesize, that much more thermal-related evidence can be 

captured more readily during warmer months than cooler months.  Sounds waves travel faster through denser 

mediums.  Because cooler air is more dense than warmer air, it stands to reason that sound would travel faster in 

cooler air.  It does not.  This is because, in gases, an increase in temperature will cause the molecules to move faster, 

which means the speed of sound will increase in gases. 

 During the cooler months, the temperature is much lower; meaning the average kinetic energy of the 

particles is much slower because we are moving away from the sun.  The particles in our atmosphere are moving at 

a much slower rate.  Because the particles are moving much slower, sound travels a lot slower.  This means the 

molecules are not “pushing” as hard on their surroundings.  However, although sound travels a lot slower in cooler 

air because it is less dense and the average kinetic energy has decreased, the sound’s amplification and duration 

increases.  In others, cooler air results in the ability to hear sound more clearly for longer periods of time.  Moisture 

laden air is a better conductor of sound than dry air.  Therefore, moisture carries sound farther.  However, if the 

air is very cold and dense, it becomes a better conductor of sound.   

 This will often result, in general, in higher frequencies.  Air absorbs higher frequencies more easily than 

lower frequencies.  The sound waves will be partially absorbed and the energy lost as heat may be too small to be 

felt but can be detected through scientific instruments.  While sound is slower in cooler conditions, it possesses a 

higher amplification.  Why?  This is because less energy is lost to heat.   

 In conclusion, it is our hypothesis that investigative teams and researchers should be able to capture more 

thermal-related evidence during the warmer months because more energy is lost to heat and, during the cooler 

months, more sound-related evidence can be better deciphered because less energy is lost to heat, thus resulting in 

higher amplification of sound waves.  All of this is, of course, assuming the waves you are capturing are, indeed, 

sound waves.   
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As Posted By Chad Stambaugh on Facebook 
‘Twas the night before Christmas 
And all through the scene 
The night vision camera 
Turned everything green. 
 
With flashlight in one hand, 
In the other, a recorder, 
I was determined to cross 
The ethereal border. 
 
As I monitored the camera 
Set up next to the bed 
Apparitions and orbs 
Danced through my head. 
 
From my eye I caught movement 
So fast and so quick, 
I turned to look closer, 
In case it might be St. Nick! 
 
And then what did my eyes 
Just happen to see? 
But dozens of lights 
Twinkling on the tree! 
 
I tried to record 
The Christmas lights blinking, 
But the newly drained battery 
Sent my heart to sinking. 
 
I fumbled and I bumbled 
With the new battery pack, 
But once I hit RECORD, 
The tree faded to black. 
 

Desperate to get 
Even one EVP, 
I had a feeling this ghost 
Enjoyed toying with me. 
 
And then from the kitchen 
There arose such a clatter, 
I rushed in with my camera 
To see what was the matter. 
 
I had to hold the counter 
To keep myself stable, 
For a poltergeist 
Had rearranged the chairs at the 
table! 
 
I turned back to the tree 
And noticed below 
Tons of new presents 
All tied with a bow! 
 
Though they dripped with 
ectoplasm, 
I was touched at the thought 
That a ghost would bring me gifts, 
Whether handmade or store 
bought. 
 
While I marveled at the sight 
Of these just-appeared presents, 
I couldn’t wait to get home 
And review all the evidence! 
 
 

I rushed through the house 
To take down my equipment, 
Not forgetting, of course, 
My ghostly Christmas shipment. 
 
To some what comes next 
Might sound quite absurd, 
But I swear that the ghost 
Wanted to get the last word. 
 
The spirit box squawked 
As I shut down for the night, 
“Happy haunting to all! 
And to all, a good fright!” 
 
Merry Christmas Everyone!! 
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http://unitedparanormalinternational.ning.com/profile/TheresaByess

